
Catholic Church Women Children and Education  Minorites 
Benito Mussolini ( BM ) was originally ‘anti -religion’ ‘’One group that suffered the ’m’ under fascism was ‘w’ ‘’ Mussolini believed the younger generation needed to be? Racism in Fascist Italy ….  

True - False most           women   ( Todd and Waller ) Fascistised Implicit    -  Explicit  

Why did BM want to reach an understanding with the Church? Their status was ‘continually’ downgraded by the Battle for ... Infant schools started with a prayer … Racism was an element of which propaganda related movement?  

Most Italians were Catholic  Babies - Births  - Offspring  - Berns  ‘’I believe in the genius of Mussolini.’’ Romanita 

Why was the Church happy with the BM / PNF  c1921? Who - according to Mussolini were ‘a monstrosity?’ Primary schools taught that Mussolini had saved Italy from a …? What did BM state in the ‘Historical Dictionary of Fascism’ 

Had helped defeat socialists / communists - Biennio Rosso Intellectual women  Communist revolution  Anti - Semitism was unscientific.  

Once prime minister in 1922 - Mussolini did what in schools? What did women account for according to Mussolini? What became compulsory in 1929 and in 1931? What did Mussolini state in newspaper Il Giornale d’Italia 

Made Catholic education in primary schools compulsory  Nothing Teachers then university lecturers to swear an oath of loyalty Essentially - Italian racial superiority needed over African ‘races’ 

In return, the Catholic Church withdrew its support for the … BM wanted to up population from 40 million in 1927 to ? By 1950  How did Mussolini try to propagandise secondary schools? What percentage of the PNF were Jewish? 

Catholic Popolari - ( political party )  60 million Review and replace textbooks with pro BM fascist 30% 

In 1929, there were secret negotiations between … Main reason he wanted to increase the population  In 1926 - how many out of 317 history textbook were banned? Who were - Guido Jung + Margherita Sarfatti 

Fascists and Cardinal Pietro Gasparri  Build an army 101 Jewish minister of finance + mistress 

The agreements that ended conflict between Church + state Two incentives given to women to take on ‘traditional roles’? First fascist minister of education ( moe )? What was drawn up by BM and 10 fascists ‘professors’ in 1938? 

3 Lateran Agreements Encouraged early marriage + generous maternity benefits Giovanni Gentile  Charter of Race 

What the Church gained from the Lateran Treaty in 1929?  Other benefits or punishments to encourage / discourage  2 reasons why he failed to help spread fascism in secondary schools?  Which propaganda department issued the above? 

Sovereignty ( total control)  of  the Vatican ( in Rome ) Province prizes = for women with most kids ( 93 provinces)  More focus on traditional academics - rather than propaganda Minculpop 

The Vatican became an independent state  Jobs for = married men over bachelors Made exams too hard for students to progress into secondary  What claim was made in the charter? 

The Italian state gave the pope 1750 million Who paid no tax = Married couples with 6 kids What were almost all fascist youth groups made part of in 1926? Italians were Aryan 

Compulsory RE in schools and government to pay the clergy  Who paid extra taxes = Bachelors aged 35 - 50 Opera Nazionale Balilla ( ONB ) Give 4 laws and decrees issued September - November 1938 

No one could divorce without Church consent  Cheap train tickets for = Newly married couples for honeymoon Which youth group was not overseen by the Balilla ( ONB )?  Excluding Jewish teachers and children from state school  

What the Italian state gained from the Lateran Treaty?  Laws created in or after 1931 to ban … Catholic Church Jew banned from marrying non—Jews 

Church recognised Italian state and claim to - Rome Homosexuality How many history textbooks under ‘moe’ - Guiseppe Botai in 1936? Jews banned from owning large company and estates 

State could veto hostile bishops and clergy not allowed to protest  Divorce 1 Expulsion of foreign Jews + post 1919 citizens 

Pope / Church recognised Mussolini as - Il Duce Abortion How many million youth members of the Balilla / ONB by 1937? 3 reasons why were these laws / decrees largely unsuccessful ? 

Priests would give the fascist salute Decree ( official order ) in 1933? 7 million Ignored locally 

True - False Only 10 % of state jobs were given to women Percentage of 4 - 18 year olds were members of the Bailla? ( ONB ) Opposed by Church 

Indicate areas of conflict between Church and state  The same policy was expanded to what in 1938? 40% Several senior fascists were unhappy with them 

Disagreements about extra marital ‘rumpy pumpy ‘ Private industry / firms  3 reasons why indoctrination of youth was not comprehensive? What was the Italian Socialist Republic ( Salo Republic) ? 

Division over lower clergy discouraging fascism in the south  Many women were able to retain their pre working 1922 roles Catholic schools did not enforce Northern Italian puppet state ruled by BM after overthrow / escape 

Youth groups - Catholic Scout Organisation banned True - False Resistance ( passive opposition? ) from universities  Who carried out the only real persecution of Jews in northern Italy? 

Two other areas the pope /  Church spoke out against The number of birth rates increased by 1940 Difficulty of entrance exams ( see Giovanni Gentile )  SS 

Interference in education and family matters True - False   ( dropped from 29 in 1925 to 23 by 1940 per 1000 ) From A. Todd and S. Waller Give the historical two perspectives on anti - Semitism in Italy 

Post 1938 - anti - Semitism A key reason why 1/3  of women in still workforce by 1940? ‘’The speed with which support for fascism declined after Mussolini’s  1 = Short term aberration + Mussolini trying to impress Hitler 

‘’To opponents the Church seemed (i) Implicated in (f) policy’’  Men had been conscripted - Abyssinia - SCW - WW2 downfall, indicates that …  2 = Indicative of deeper rooted elements of Italian society / fascism  

 inextricably        y = fascist   ( Grew.R ) Source D Page 62 Insert ‘best quote’ from source F or other quote about women in Italy the targeting of young people for fascists converts was yet … What is the view of Bernardini? - Source H - show with ‘best quote’ 

Write a ‘contrasting’ quote to the above from Grew. R on the back!  another policy failure.’’  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9dzZQzQhLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmZDvy3JiB0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68V1pPTNKkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYpNrhpmsYw


Catholic Church Women Children and Education  Minorites 
Benito Mussolini ( BM ) was originally ‘anti -religion’ ‘’One group that suffered the ’m’ under fascism was ‘w’ ‘’ Mussolini believed the younger generation needed to be? Racism in Fascist Italy was ….  

True - False                                                                      ( Todd and Waller )  F Implicit    -  Explicit  

Why did BM want to reach an understanding with the Church? Their status was ‘continually’ downgraded by the Battle for ... Infant schools started with a prayer … Racism was an element of which propaganda related movement?  

 Babies - Births  - Offspring  - Berns  ‘’I believe in the g  _ _ _ _ _ of Mussolini.’’ R _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Why was the Church happy with the BM / PNF  c1921? Who - according to Mussolini were ‘a monstrosity?’ Primary schools taught that Mussolini had saved Italy from a …? What did BM state in the ‘Historical Dictionary of Fascism’ 

    

Once prime minister in 1922 - Mussolini did what in schools? What did women account for according to Mussolini? What became compulsory in 1929 and in 1931? What did Mussolini state in newspaper Il Giornale d’Italia 

  T _ _ _ _ _ _ _  then university lecturers to swear an _ _ _ _  of loyalty  

In return, the Catholic Church withdrew its support for the … BM wanted to up population from 40 million in 1927 to ? By 1950  How did Mussolini try to propagandise secondary schools? What percentage of the PNF were Jewish? 

Catholic P _  _  _  _  _  _  _    

In 1929, there were secret negotiations between … Main reason he wanted to increase the population? In 1926 - how many out of 317 history textbook were banned? Who were - Guido Jung + Margherita Sarfatti 

Fascists and Cardinal Pietro G  _  _  _  _  _  _  _     Jewish  _______________________ + _______________________ 

The agreements that ended conflict between Church + state Two incentives given to women to take on ‘traditional roles’? First fascist minister of education ( moe )? What was drawn up by BM and 10 fascists ‘professors’ in 1938? 

3 L  _  _  _  _  _  _  Agreements Encouraged  _ _ _ _ _  marriage + generous  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ benefits G _ _ _ _ _ _ _  G _ _ _ _ _ _   

What the Church gained from the Lateran Treaty in 1929?  Other benefits or punishments to encourage / discourage  2 reasons why he failed to help spread fascism in secondary schools?  Which propaganda department issued the above? 

 Province prizes =   M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

 Jobs for =   What claim was made in the charter? 

 Who paid no tax =  What were almost all fascist youth groups made part of in 1926? Italians were A _ _ _ _ 

 Who paid extra taxes =  O  _ _ _ _  N  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  B  _ _ _ _ _ _  ( ONB ) Give 4 laws and decrees issued September - November 1938 

 Cheap train tickets for =  Which youth group was not overseen by the Balilla ( ONB )?   

What the Italian state gained from the Lateran Treaty?  Laws created in or after 1931 to ban …   

 H How many history textbooks under ‘moe’ - Guiseppe Botai in 1936?  

 D   

 A How many million youth members of the Balilla / ONB by 1937? 3 reasons why were these laws / decrees largely unsuccessful ? 

Priests would give the fascist salute Decree ( official order ) in 1933?   

True - False Only  ___  % of state jobs were given to women Percentage of 4 - 18 year olds were members of the Bailla? ( ONB )  

Indicate areas of conflict between Church and state  The same policy was expanded to what in 1938?   

Disagreements about extra marital ‘rumpy pumpy ‘  3 reasons why indoctrination of youth was not comprehensive? What was the Italian Socialist Republic ( Salo Republic) ? 

Division over lower clergy discouraging fascism in the south  Many women were able to retain their pre working 1922 roles   

Youth groups - Catholic Scout Organisation banned True - False  Who carried out the only real persecution of Jews in northern Italy? 

Two other areas the pope /  Church spoke out against The number of birth rates increased by 1940   

 True - False   (  _ _  in 1925 to _ _  by 1940 per 1000 ) From A. Todd and S. Waller Give the historical two perspectives on anti - Semitism in Italy 

 A key reason why 1/3  of women in still workforce by 1940? ‘’The speed with which support for fascism declined after Mussolini’s  1 =  

‘’To opponents the Church seemed (i) Implicated in (f) policy’’   downfall, indicates that …  2 =  

                                                           ( Grew.R ) Source D Page 62 Insert ‘best quote’ from source F or other quote about women in Italy the targeting of young people for fascists converts was yet … What is the view of Bernardini? - Source H - show with ‘best quote’ 

Write a ‘contrasting’ quote to the above from Grew. R on the back!    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9dzZQzQhLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmZDvy3JiB0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68V1pPTNKkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYpNrhpmsYw

